Over The Sky and Under The Moon
Once upon a time, in a distant land
There lived a boy named Phylos
And Butaan was his friend
The days they laughed and played but every night that came
They ‘d sit and think and wish and dream
And that’s how it all began
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
Friends are born and learn to fly
Under the yellow moon
Young masters though they were
They knew without a doubt
Together they were family
That’s what it’s all about
And one day they would climb up to the mountain top
And there beneath a starry night
They dreamed how they would grow up.
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
Friends are born and learn to fly
Under the yellow moon
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
They’d close their eyes and how they’d fly
Under the yellow moon
They followed what their hearts believed
Under the yellow moon…
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Circle of Creation
We go around in a circle
A circle of creation
We go around in a circle and use our imagination
We go around in a circle
A circle of creation
We go around in a circle and use our imagination
Close your eyes and tell me what you see
La, la, la, la, la….tell me what you see
La, la, la, la, la….tell me what you see
La, la, la, la, la,
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I Am Not Afraid
I’m not afraid
I’m all right
Not of the dark,
Not of the night
I close my eyes and I see the light
And I am not afraid
I’m not afraid
I’ve got plans
To build my castle in the sand
I close my eyes and there I stand
And I am not afraid
I’m not afraid of anything
Not the biggest monster or the meanest king
Not of tigers, or bears, or a little bee sting
No I am not afraid
I’m not afraid
I’ve got love
I’ve got friends and lots of hugs
And when I close my eyes
I’ve got magic enough
And I am not afraid
I’m not afraid of anything
Not of thunder or lightening or trying new things
Not of clowns or loud sounds, or trying to sing
No I am not afraid
Not of monsters, or bears, or a little bee sting
No I am not afraid
Oh I am not afraid
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Listen to Your Heart
You can’t see what I see, with my magic eye
I can see a dragon, or a mountain rising high
I can see a windmill, or a castle or a tree
But I’m the only one who can see, just what I can see
You can’t see what I see, with my magic eye
I can see in my mind, I have wings to fly
I can see the future and one day what I’ll be
And I’m the only one who can see, just what I can see
Listen to your heart
Walk among the stars
Close your eyes and see the world from Jupiter or Mars
Jump with kangaroos, ride on dinosaurs - eeha!
Close your eyes and dream a dream
Have tea with Santa Claus
You can’t see what I see, with my magic eye
I can tame a tiger or balance on a tight wire
I can be a doctor, a wizard, queen or king
And I’m the only one who can see, the pictures my mind brings
Listen to your heart
Walk among the stars
Close your eyes and see the world from Jupiter or Mars
Jump with kangaroos, ride on dinosaurs - eeha!
Close your eyes and dream a dream
Have tea with Santa Claus
(repeat)
Listen to your heart…
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